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Introduction
Awl & Sundry (“A&S”) is a manufacturer of men’s shoes that
allows users to customize online.
The Issue: A&S’s primary goal is to foster a loyal customer base in
order to grow its business. The company feels it could accomplish this
by re-designing its site layout, streamline its interactive shoe design
feature for both desktop and mobile sites.
The Proposal: (1) Enhance the site’s interactive design feature (2)
Redesign the site to reflect the quality of A&S’s products and appeal to
the company’s core users. (3) Establish a mobile presence with an
interactive feature similar to that of the desktop site.
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Research Methodology
In accordance to the client’s goal, the team and I determined the key research goals
were to understand the following:
•

Demographics - age, gender, occupation/income

•

Shoe buying habits - why, when/frequency

•

Online shopping habits for clothing - frequency, outlet (i.e. tablet, PC/Laptop)

•

Perceptions around custom made clothing

•

Pain points around online shopping experiences

The team sent a survey and conducted one-on-one interviews. We believed these
methodologies could generate results for creating a user-centric design that would
meet the client’s objectives.
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Research Methodology
Although the product was for men, the survey was designed to be
gender-neutral with the idea that women may purchase mens’ shoes
either for themselves or on behalf of their husbands, fathers, boyfriends,
etc.
We formulated 10 questions, believing we would be able to to generate
enough information while making the survey as simple and eﬃcient as
possible.
The survey was sent to a variety of sources, including friends, family
members, posted on Facebook, Twitter, etc.
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Survey Results
75 Responses
70% Male
Of these men, 58%
were between 25 - 44
years old
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Survey Results
Males: How often do you purchase
clothes, shoes, or accessories from an
online retailer?

Rarely
21%

80% of men purchase clothing online at
least 3-5x per month, with many
purchasing more frequently.
Most prefer using a Desktop or Laptop
when shopping online.

All of the time
6%

MALES: When shopping online, which device(s) do you prefer
to use?
Most of the time
37%

Desktop/Laptop
Sometimes
37%

Tablet
Mobile Device
0
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Survey Results
Most receive fashion advice through fashion blogs and social channels.
This may suggest that the internet makes it easier to get fashion advice,
therefore many men are becoming more fashion aware.

MALES: Where do you receive tips or advice on
what to wear?

23

24

Impulse buying is by far more common than premeditated purchases.
possibly a result from an increase in receiving fashion advice.
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MALES: Why did you purchase your last pair of shoes?
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Survey Results
Nearly half shop for custom-made items

MALES: Do you shop for custommade items?

Of those who don’t, the largest deterrent
is the perception of a high cost.
No
54%

MALES: If no, why?
5

No Occasion

7
7

Too Many Choices
Never Considered
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Time Consuming
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Expensive
4
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11
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14
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Yes
46%

Survey Results
Style, quality, and cost are the top factors
men consider when purchasing shoes
Disorganized selection is the larger
frustration while shopping online.

MALES: What factors do you consider
when purchasing a pair of shoes?

39

Style

38

Quality

37

Cost

Tell us about a recent negative online
shopping experience, what was most
frustrating about it?

1

Unwelcoming
Too Much Copy
Site Design
0
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Brand

16

Easy Returns

15

Free Shipping
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Interviews
After analyzing the survey results, we wanted to obtain an in-depth understanding
of users’ perceptions, habits, etc. We recruited participants from a variety of
sources, including client customers, survey respondents, friends, family, etc.
A total of 14 interviews over two days
Recurring themes included
Quality
Convenience - easy returns
Customer service
Concerns about sizing of shoes & timing of delivery.
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Interviews - Findings
Quality
“I only buy shoes twice a year. I paid $300 for a pair of boots because of
the quality.”
“I buy custom-made shirts for my husband all the time. He's the
cheapest person in the world and won’t spend more than $200 for a
pair of shoes.”
“I associate custom made things with a higher price tag.”
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Interviews - Findings
Quick & Eﬃcient Process
“I have no patience for shopping. I’m the guy who hangs out in the
electronic store watching football while my girlfriend shops.”
Product Suggestions
“The sales people are really nice and oﬀer suggestions on what looks
good, which one fits with the contour of your feet, what colors and
materials are best for daily vs. formal wear. They’re knowledgeable
about their products.”
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Interviews - Findings
Customer Service
“It was unique, made for me, and nobody else can buy it in the world. I felt like a
person. I was speaking with a real person, not a number.”
“They asked me what my hobbies are, what kind of person I am, where I want to
wear it– they tried understand my environment.”
“They sent stickers and other cool things that came and a handwritten thank-you
from the CEO.“
“Time and eﬀort and trust.”
Information on Products - Style, etc.
“The site had a 3d animated tool, so you could see the options applied.”
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Personas
We compiled our research demographics into three types of key users.

Maximillian Weiss
The Shoe Hound
31 yrs. old, Single
Investment Banking Associate
Lives in NYC
Annual income: $200k+

Dean Burke
The Reluctant Executive
45 yrs old, married w two children
Sales Director, Tech company
Lives in Boulder, CO
Annual income: $150+

Mark Cooper
The Pragmatic Shopper
23 yrs old, single
Graphic Designer
Lives in San Francisco, CA
Annual income: $55k

Primary:
Frequent shoe buyer who likes
style & quality

Potential:
Just discovered affordable custom
made shoes
15

New:
1x young buyer who is likely
future customer

Personas - Details
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Maximillian Weiss
The Shoe Hound

“Quality above
all else, but I
better look
good.”

Sex: Male
Age: 31 years old
Marital Status: Single
Ethnicity: Caucasian-Asian
Residence: New York City
Job Title: Associate Investment Banker
Annual Salary: $200,000
Monthly Disposable Income: $2,300

Tech Empathy: High
Owns: Microsoft Surface Pro3, iPhone and Blackberry,
Samsung 4k Smart TV, Macbook Pro
Websites: Fast Company, GQ, The Satorialist, Wall Street
Journal, Kiplinger,
Apps: Tumblr, Instagram, and Facebook

About Max

Behaviors

Max is a young professional living in an alcove studio in Long
Island City. He lives a fast-paced lifestyle, working as an
Associate Investment Baker for a finance firm on Wall Street.
He’s always out dining with clients at some of the City’s latest
and greatest eateries, and as he climbs the corporate ladder he
often finds himself at networking events. For Max, wedding
season is in constant swing as more and more of his friends and
business associates are tying the knot. He likes to create a new
and different look for each event, and is thrilled to have recently
discovered Awl & Sundry to create and buy custom shoes for
every outfit.

•

Needs from A&S
•
•
•
•

Ways to review and share his designs
and purchases
Knowing what he is buying and
reassurance on quality
Speed and time are important factors
A sleek and concise website

•
•
•
•
•

Max is a huge fan of anything custom, from his growing
collection of bespoke suits to his bamboo iPhone case
• He never misses an opportunity to share his latest acquisition
on Facebook or Instagram
• When shopping, he knows what he’s after and wants to get in
and out…Quickly.
• Max appreciates quality and great customer service, and when
he finds it he’s a customer for life
• He’s often on the go, for work or play; he maximizes his time
browsing his favorite fashion blogs and magazines for
inspiration on what to wear to his next event

Pain Points
Dislikes not having a community
No information about materials or howto care for products after purchase
Product must fit and look right
Long shipping times
Easy and fast way to checkout

•
•
•
•
•
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How We Can Serve
Review features or a discussion forum
Style and how-to guides on how to care
for your products
More accurate sizing guides or home
try-on features
Updates for each stage of production
his shoe goes through
Quick or express checkout features

Dean Burke
The Hesitant Executive

“I’d rather be
outside.”

Sex: Male
Age: 45 years old
Maritial Status: Married with two kids
Ethnicity: Caucasian
Residence: Colorado
Job Title: Director of Sales
Annual Salary: $150,000
Monthly Disposable Income: $1,500

Tech Empathy: Moderate
Has: iPhone 4s, Samsung Smart TV, Costco Card
Websites:, Amazon, Gap, JetBlue, American Express,
Entrepreneur
Apps: FourSquare, Spotify, Basecamp

About Dean

Behaviors

Dean, his wife Karen, and their daughters Gillian, 10, and
Sara, 13, live in Boulder, Colorado. He is the director of sales
for an outdoor sporting equipment company, where the office
dress code is pretty casual. Dean, however, prefers to keep it a
bit more formal. He leads a sales team and often meets with
clients and executives, so he needs to look the part.
Dean does’t love to shop, especially for shoes, and often
defers to his wife for guidance. Although money is not an issue,
he is frugal by nature and would prefer to buy an interesting,
quality item once rather than have a closet full of the ordinary.

•

Needs from A&S
•
•

Dean needs reassured that what he’s
buying is quality
Simple and quick shopping
experience

•
•
•
•
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Dean appreciates quality above all, and is not often drawn in
by passing trends
• He does his research; he needs a lot of coaxing before
committing to an unfamiliar brand
• He doesn’t have a wide selection of shoes, often sticking with
one pair until it is worn out
• He prefers to spend his free time with his wife, outdoors; not
shopping

Pain Points
Lack of customer reviews or product
information
Limited opportunities to interface with
customer service
Not knowing how the product will look
with an outfit
Poor or limited ways of sorting through
products

•
•
•

•

How We Can Serve
Multidimensional, and personalized
customer service
Customer review features
Thematic categories to suggest
products, such as ‘occasion’ or ‘personal
tastes’ suggestions
Simple but advances filtering features

Mark Cooper
The Pragmatic Shopper

“I’m saving up
for something
good.”

Sex: Male
Age: 23 years old
Maritial Status: Single
Ethnicity: African American
Residence: San Francisco
Job Title: Graphic Designer
Annual Salary: $55,000
Monthly Dispoable Income: $300

Tech Empathy: Moderate
Tech Gadgets: iPhone 5, Vizio, Uniqlo, Refurb iMac
Websites: Coupon Cabin, Amazon, Lifehacker
Apps: Hipmunk, Citibank, Yelp, Whatsapp

About Jackson

Behaviors

Jackson has dreams of establishing his own design firm. He
recently moved to San Francisco after graduating from UCLA
and landing a Graphic Designer position at a small firm. He has
been attending parties and networking events all over the city to
get to know his new life and fast-track his lifelong dream.
Jackson cares about the way he looks, but with a tight budget
he often finds himself wearing the same outfits, especially the
shoes. Right now, he owns only one acceptable pair of shoes,
and he knows that at this rate he will wear them out fast.

•

Needs from A&S
•
•
•
•

Filtering options including price
Suggestions on what shoes to buy
Detailed product information
Flexible shipping and handling
options

•
•
•
•
•
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Jackson often hold out for deals, but will spend the money if
he needs to
• He does his research before diving into any big ticket
purchases
• He rarely buys from a unknown source, unless he’s discovered
it through trusted friends or family
• He does most of his shopping online and feels more
comfortable trying things on at home
• He would rather spend the money on something that costs a
bit more if he knows it will last

Pain Points
A range of prices
Having no style tips
Lack of product information
Limited access to customer service
Rigid shipping and handling policies

•
•
•
•

How We Can Serve
Simple, filtering based on price,
popularity, and promotions
Product suggestions on what to wear
Friendly and accessible product
assistance
Visible and accessible customer service
and clear shipping and handling options

User Scenario - Max - Key Persona
We developed a
user scenario for
each persona. As
an example, Max is
presented here
describing how he
would go about
purchasing a pair
of Awl & Sundry
shoes via the
mobile and
desktop sites.

Max needs a pair of shoes for his friend’s wedding. As an investment banker his time
is limited.
While waiting in the airport Max take out his phone and pulls up Awl & Sundry’s mobile site.
His account ID & password are already saved. Max goes to the “Create” page and starts
playing around w styles and features.
During his design he hears the boarding announcement. He saves his shoe design on the
mobile site and boards the plane.
While in flight Max takes out his laptop and logs into the plane’s wifi. He goes to
www.awlandsundry.com, sees his partially-designed shoe under his account information
and continues his design. He saves it again and sends it to his friend who’s getting married
to make sure the shoe will match his groomsmen's outfit.
Max stays on the site and browses the “Get Inspired” page, selects a couple of shoes and
redesigns. He decides to buy one of the pairs. He then decides he could use another pair
of loafers, so he designs himself a pair of blue alligator Townsends with patterned foxing.
He’s finished his shopping so he goes to check out.
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User Flow - Max
This diagram illustrates how
Max would typically
navigate the site.
Being a shoe lover and an
Awl & Sundry customer, Max
likes to browse through the
site to see the latest
creations and/or create his
own shoe.
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Usability Testing
After developing initial desktop and mobile
prototypes we began testing.
Users were sourced from the list of those who
participated in the survey, as well as friends,
relatives, etc.
Objectives:
Evaluate the usability of both the mobile and
desktop sites, specifically the interactive shoe
design feature.
Overall layout an “feel” of the site
Site navigation
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Usability Testing
The Shoe Design Process
2 Iterations and Testing Phases for the
Mobile Site
1 Iteration and Testing Phase for the
Desktop Site
Development of the mobile site was more
complex than the desktop, requiring more
iterating to help ensure functionality.
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Usability Testing: Mobile v1
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Usability Testing: Desktop v1
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Usability Testing
The most frequent comments for both sites:
Unclear terminology used in the design process, i.e.‘Last’, ‘Foxing’.
The interactive design feature required 8 steps, each with a separate screen.
Some users found it diﬃcult to to locate position within the design process.
Users preferred less steps. The revised prototype included 6 (same as the original
design), which went over more favorably; users felt it oﬀered the chance to review the
shoe after each design feature was added.
Users wanted to have a way to return to previous steps, or “undo” feature.
Scale of text and feature elements were too small,
Users wanted to know the ‘stories’ behind the shoes and materials

Observed body language - i.e. squinting, smiling, noticing eye movements.
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Iteration & User Testing: Mobile v2
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Redesign
The next pages include examples of “before &
after” features for both the desktop and mobile
site’s custom-design process. The new
designs reflect the results of the usability
testing.
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Redesign - Desktop
Original - small display of the product, large

Redesign - larger display of the product, wider

amount of white space.

use of space, simple copy.
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Redesign, cont’d.
Redesign

Original

Leather grain
option appears
only after the
user selects a
part of the
shoe.
Lace color selection
appears too small.

Larger images &
product suggestions
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Links to social
media allowing
users to share
designs

Redesign - Mobile
Original

Redesign
The redesign
includes the same
functionality of
the desktop,
including an
enhanced home
page, design
suggestions and
interactive
customization
feature.

The original mobile
site was one page
directing users to
the desktop site.
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Prototype

Click here to view final prototype
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Summary
The team presented our results to the client, who was happy with
the information, found it useful for his overall business purposes.
Having an idea of the user base and personas, as well as the
client’s approval, we went on to sketch out page designs, develop
low and hi-fidelity wireframes and clickable prototypes for both
desktop and mobile sites.
We tested clickable prototypes for both sites and went through
some rounds of iterations - feedback, redesign, re-test, etc., until
we were able to get a prototypes that were workable while meeting
the client’s needs.
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